CPR Registration 2019

**BLS for Health Care Provider (HCP) with the Heart and Stroke Foundation at uOttawa Nursing Lab/Sim Centre (CISPN).**

**Basic Life Support (BLS)** is the foundation for saving lives after cardiac arrest. It is designed for healthcare professionals and trained first responders who provide care to patients in a wide variety of settings, and teaches both single-rescuer and team basic life support skills for application in pre-hospital and in-facility settings.

Clinical requirements include BLS (Health care provider) annual certification. To register with CIESNP please follow the instructions (note that the registration process is different than in 2018):

1. Select a course from the following link
   [https://web47.uottawa.ca/en/lrs/alpha/B/142339](https://web47.uottawa.ca/en/lrs/alpha/B/142339)
2. To secure your spot in the course you must pay course fees (in full) online. The payment process will follow upon registration.
3. Courses will take place at Lees campus in C-107.
4. The 2019 pricing for CPR is as follows:
   a. BLS Full Certification 80.00$ (includes student manual)
   b. BLS Renewal 60.00$

   The pre-requisite for **renewal** is a BLS (for HCP) certification (in the past year) by the Heart and Stroke Foundation.
5. If you register for a Renewal course, you must send your Heart and Stroke Foundation (HSF) card number to the following email: simlab@uottawa.ca to show proof of previous certification.
6. Course duration is as follows:
   - BLS Full Certification is 4 hours
   - BLS Renewal is 2.5 hours
7. An E-manual **(for a Full Certification course only)** will be sent to the registrants’ email. If you are replacing yourself for the course, please be advised that you must forward the link to the replacing participant.
8. Attendance will be confirmed at the beginning of the course.
9. We reserve the right to cancel a class if the sign up is fewer than 4 participants. You will be advised by email one week prior to the date and offered a different date.
10. There are limited classes available in March & April. If these dates are not convenient for you, please see other agencies for your BLS certification.

*Also note, BLS certification with The Heart and Stroke Foundation (only) is a pre-requisite to ACLS and PALS certification. In addition, the HSF offer BLS renewal courses (not always available with other agencies).

Thank you for your interest in BLS certification with CIESNP